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Available online 6 May 2016AbstractA small aggregate is composed of several or tens of molecules or ions, with at least one dimension in the range from a few to dozens of
angstroms. Here, we named such aggregate system as Angstrom Aggregates (AA). AA with the specific size in angstrom meter might possess
unique structure activity relationship. Unlike molecular level, nano system and the bulk, AA, an aggregate in angstrom scale is firstly proposed,
its arrangement in order, electronic effect, surface interaction, confinement effect, is still unclear. However, recently, the structure and activity
relationship of such aggregate in angstrom scale has attracted increasing interest in many areas, such as in ionic liquids, aqueous solution,
catalytic system, and bio-system. As the physical and chemical propeties of AA strongly depends on its structure, the in situ characterization
technique combined with theoretical methods should be developed to understand the exact interaction between the component of the clusters, the
assembly formations, the special features, and the reaction activities. It has great scientific meaning to detect, represent and regulate the structure
and function of AA precisely, facilitating in its application. A systematic and thorough research on AA in angstrom scale will promote the
development of fundamental science and the progress of technology significantly.
© 2016, Institute of Process Engineering, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communi-
cations Co., Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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We lived in multi-scale world and understanding multi-
scale structures in nature, life, society and engineering is a
common challenge for scientists and engineers [1]. Compared
to bulk or isolated ions and molecules, aggregates or clusters
possess many unique physical and chemical properties due to
extremely large surface-to-volume ratio and synergistic effect.
The size of aggregates or clusters becomes smaller and
smaller, the performance of the special features is more
prominent. There are several factors driving this: the multi-
variate shape of molecules or ions, the complicated in-
teractions coupled electrostatic and van der waals, different
chemical activity of functional group and the steric effect of* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: sjzhang@ipe.ac.cn (S. Zhang).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gee.2016.04.008
2468-0257/© 2016, Institute of Process Engineering, Chinese Academy of Sciences
Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativsome atoms. In this communication, the structure and activity
relationship of AA, including areas of ionic liquids, aqueous
solutions, catalytic reactions and life science, is introduced
and prospected.
2. Definition of AA
The small aggregates are composed of several or tens of
molecules or ions, with at least one dimension in the range
from a few to dozens of angstroms. As the size of the scale in
angstrom meter and unique structure and activity relationship
of aggregate molecules or ions, we named such aggregate
system as Angstrom Aggregates (AA). The AA systems are
different from isolated ions or molecules, because their in-
teractions with each other, unique structure, and special ac-
tivity are more complicated. As this concept focuses on the
angstrom meters, which is smaller than the normal nano-
systems, the quantum effects will be more prominent. The. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co.,
ecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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ergy quantum effects of multiple molecules or ions. A move
toward the formation mechanism of the AA from the molecule
and atom level is becoming a hotspot of vital importance in
many areas, such as energy materials, green chemistry and
electrochemistry. If we could accurately control the size, the
structure, the chemical activity, and the polar sites of AA by
understanding the complex interactions, including electro-
static, van der waals, hydrogen bond and so on, it would help
us understand the nature of the AA systems and achieve
breakthroughs in many application fields. The study of AA
drilling into angstrom scale will greatly promote the devel-
opment of fundamental science and the progress of
technology.
3. Angstrom science in typical systems3.1. Ionic systemsFig. 1. (a) The ionic clusters of rodlike are performed in aqueous solution by
means of molecular dynamics simulation, in several hundreds nano meters. (b)
The confinement ionic aggregates were filled into pore materials. There are
several pairs of ionic liquids and several molecules of reaction system, and the
scale of the aggregates is in angstrom meters. (c) The ion pair of ionic liquids
is isolated; the interactions of ionic liquids are calculated at the electronic
level. The angstrom scale is 1e100 Å, which has unique properties distin-
guished than the isolated pairs or molecules, and the bigger nano systems.Recently, ionic liquids (ILs) with special characteristics
have been paid extensive attentions and are pregnant with
potential applications [2]. Hydrogen bond interactions might
be the most important intermolecular interactions in ionic
liquids. We found that hydrogen bond between the cation and
anion, coupling with the strong electrostatic force, shows
particular features in the geometric, energetic, electronic, and
dynamic aspects, which is inherently different from that of
the conventional hydrogen bond. Because the structure shows
a “zig-zag” motif, in Fig. 1c, this coupling interaction is
defined as the Z-bond [3]. As the existence of Z-bond, the
ion-pairs in gas phase were proved by situ IR experiment and
theoretical calculation [4]. In the liquid phase, the micro
heterogeneity of ILs or the existence of clusters in ILs was
reported experimentally and theoretically several years ago.
Voth and coworkers discovered firstly that ILs can form ionic
clusters by molecular dynamic simulation [5]. The clusters in
liquid membrane of ILs bmimI, supporting with carbon
nanotubes, were observed directly by atomic force micro-
scope [6]. Recently, more and more aggregates or clusters in
ILs have been observed and reported by molecular dynamic
simulation or atomic force microscopy [7,8]. There is a
typical rodlike clusters with the concentration of 0.49 mol/L
IL of aqueous solution from our molecular dynamical
simulation under 298 K and 1.0 atm [9] in Fig. 1a, which is
about several hundred nano meters. This is a typical nano-
system, however, we still cannot obtain fully detail infor-
mation about the atomic level structure and quantum effects
of clusters from the in situ experiment and theoretical
calculation methods so far. Especially, to elucidate the
mechanism about how the aggregates effect the reaction and
interact with each other is more difficult, when the systems
reduced to the angstrom scale. In Fig. 1b, if ILs are confined
in 5e10 Å m, the ions interact and arrange in order with the
molecular sieves and have special catalytic activity. Under-
standing the intrinsic features of AA will greatly promote the
development of the fundamental theory and the industry
application of ILs.3.2. Aqueous systemsWater as a ubiquitous and important solvent or media on so
many aspects of human activity has been extensively
researched for hundreds of years. The deceptively simple
water molecule forms one of the most complex liquids and
solids, numerous theoretical models of water were developed,
such as three sites model (SPC), four sites model (TIP4P), five
sites model (ST2) and so on [10]. The well-known result is that
none of the models could describe the water as dimer, small
cluster, liquid state or solid state perfectly. Debenedetti and
coworkers found that a unambiguous evidence for a liquid-
eliquid transition in the ST2 model of water. Water can be
separated to two phases of low-density liquid and high-density
liquid, the stabilize interface was found in the computation
[11]. There are small aggregates composed of water molecules
on the liquideliquid interface for contributing the surface
energy of two different density phases in Fig. 2a. Walsh and
coworkers reported that the spontaneous nucleation and
growth of methane hydrate by molecular dynamics simulation
[12]. The mechanism of nucleation of methane hydrates is
very complex, and the formation and dynamic processes of
AA systems composed by methane and water molecules is the
key factor. The research on AA of water and aqueous solution
by theoretical methods such as molecular simulation has
Fig. 2. (a) Large clusters are formed near the barrier region by water molecules with local coordination environments characteristic of high-density liquid phase and
low-density liquid phase (blue and red molecules, respectively). The green simulation box containing 600 ST2 water molecules has been replicated across its
periodic boundaries to illustrate that the clusters span the length of the unit cell. (b) The pore material was filled with ionic liquids, which are arranged in good
order for the interactions with pore materials. (c) The protein of ion channel (Pdb code: 2A79), which is repainted by the X-ray structure, has a small pore with high
selectivity. The size of the pore is about 4e10 Å.
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experimental methods could detect or express the structure and
interaction mechanism of AA systems, it will promote the
fundamental science of water systems.3.3. Reaction systemsA chemical reaction usually involves the breaking of old
chemical bonds and the formation of new bonds. Usually,
catalysts are very important for the chemical bonds change for
reducing the activation energy and making the reactions faster.
However, the catalytic performance can effect by acidity and
basicity, active sites, structure of catalysts and environments.
Bao and et al. [13] reported that coordinatively unsaturated
ferrous sites confined in nanosized matrices are active centers
in a wide range of enzyme and homogeneous catalytic re-
actions. The catalytic power mainly comes from the contri-
bution of active centers; however, the confinement effect is
also the key point in the catalytic process. In other chemical
reactions, whether homogeneous or heterogeneous reaction,
the catalyst molecule is not isolated to promote the reactions,
which is also effected by other ions or molecules around. The
active site of catalytic system could be a combination of ag-
gregates; usually, the aggregates are very small for interacting
with the chemical bonds, in the scale of angstrom meter. At the
specific scale, it is difficult to detect the dynamic changes of
the structure and investigate the mechanism and regulation of
the AA systems. Whether by the theoretical methods or the
situ experiments, we all face a great challenge for studying the
catalytic systems.3.4. Biological systemsThe life sciences are vital to increase further our under-
standing of human health. Cells are the basic elements of
large biological tissue, and membrane protein signal trans-
duction system is one major transmembrane signaling path-
ways in cell. Ion channels, as one of popular branch of
membrane proteins, are pore-forming membrane proteins,which has many functions including establishing a resting
membrane potential, controlling the flow of ions across cell
membrane, and regulating cell volume. There are over 300
types of ion channels in a living cell. Because most of the
ionic movements are passive, ion channels would seem to be
extraordinarily simple physical systems, yet they control the
pace of the heart, regulate the secretion of hormones into the
bloodstream, and generate the electrical impulses underlying
information transfer in the nervous system. Understanding the
physical and chemical principles underlying ion channel
function is very important. To understand the atomic basis of
channel gating, many groups have analyzed the function and
determined the structures of several different members of the
channel family. It was in 1998 that Roderick MacKinnon
succeeded for the first time in showing what ion channels look
like at atomic level. However, the mechanism of the ion
channels is still a great challenge. In 2005, Roderick MacK-
innon published the structure of the Kv1.2 channel from rat,
which was the first recombinant eukaryotic membrane protein
structure ever solved by x-ray crystallography [14]. The pore
of the ion channel is about 5e10 Å. To understand how the
selectivity filter conducts potassium ions rapidly and selec-
tively, David et al. founded that two potassium ions bind in the
selectivity filter at once, most likely with a single intervening
water molecule [15]. Electrostatic repulsion between ions
inside the filter prevents the potassium ions from binding too
tightly, thus allowing them to conduct at a high rate. How to
improve the detection level of the experimental instrument in
the scale of angstrom, as well as the mechanism analysis of
the simulation method in this field, will be a major issue and
challenge.
4. Summary
In summary, the angstrom aggregates (AA) exist in many
areas, such as ionic liquids, aqueous solution, catalytic system,
and bio-system. In these important areas, the unique structure
activity relationship which effected by electronic cloud, sur-
face interaction, confinement effect in angstrom scale are still
78 S. Zhang, F. Huo / Green Energy & Environment 1 (2016) 75e78a huge challenge. Deeply understanding the structure activity
relationship, we should develop the precision of the detection
and in situ level of the experiment instruments. The theoretical
methods should also be developed, such as QM/MM method,
which would help us understand the exact interactions be-
tween the component of the clusters, the assembly formations,
the special features, or the reaction activities. In all, precise
representation, detection and its application in precise control
of aggregates or clusters in angstrom scale have great scientific
meaning and promising prospect. A systematic and thorough
research on AA in angstrom scale will promote the develop-
ment of fundamental science and the progress of green energy
technology significantly.
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